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Chairman’s Comments
A strange and wonderful winter
season now past and our growing time
This picture and the one has begun. Plants now should be well on
below are some of
their way to flowering indeed some of
Franks new ones this
you know doubt have plants already in
flower. Me as usual like the cows tail all
Inside this issue:
behind!
Once again my plants, even well
established ones, are way behind. What’s
Secretaries Report
2
wrong? I really do not know the plants
look remarkably healthy both young and
Streptocarpus a bit of an 4
Obsession
older ones. What have I done to help
them along? Well first of all I suspected
More observation on
5
the compost might have been a bad batch,
water propagation
so I changed all of it and repotted everything.
A Love Story
7
Even after a period of time this
did not seem to have any effect. Next susThe First Show
8
pect was there enough light in my greenhouses. Well I do usually leave some
More comments about
9
shading up and my smaller greenhouse
water propagation
being older is bubble glazed as well, so
off came some shading and some bubble
glaze. It was only then I realised how
much dirt and algae can accumulate when
covered over and out of sight. Also I suddenly realised that the bubble glaze had
been there around 5 years or so. When I
did take it down the glass itself was so
dirty until cleaned, I still had only the
same amount of light. I also increased my
heating by a few degrees at this time because we were experiencing some rather
cold nights late on in the spring. I think
possibly that my problems were a combination of all the facts mentioned and not
just any one thing.
The longer daylight hours are
with us now and my plants are responding. So be it some of my young plants are
going to be a little behind and lack a little

in growth but I have faith in my methods and I’m quite sure my plants will
do me proud at the end of the day.
So if you are suffering from
plants that are healthy looking but not
seeming to move in growth for some
time look towards some of the things
I’ve mentioned especially light or lack
of it for although we shade at flowering times they do need good light to
grow on. Hopefully now my plants
will grow along in leaps and bounds,
how are yours doing?
It is coming up now to the
show season first event for us is BBC
Gardeners World at the NEC in June,
come along and see us if at all possible. Most important in the calendar is
of course our own show at Brownhills
on July 31st please try to make it for
this one.
Now I will leave you to get on
with your own particular growing season, whatever you grow enjoy it.

Ken Jones
Chairman
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SECRETARIES REPORT
In the very ﬁrst newsle er the comments made by
Mary and myself, were how good the response had
been from the shows we had a ended as a society.
As I look back over the past four years in the newsle ers and at pictures we have taken of the stands, and
the society shows I can see how things have advanced,
the plants seem to be be er all round, my plants on the
show stands are be er BUT best of all the plants you
put in the society show are be er as well, and its not
just you people who exhibit, the photographs I have
seen also tells the same story, this says to me that the
society is doing its job, and that it’s helping us all to
grow be er Streps. I think we can give ourselves a pat
on the back, so lets keep it up.
On to another wavelength now CUTTINGS.
Did any of you experience anything like this with last
season’s cu ngs? I started to put my leaves in trays in
June; the ﬁrst lot went in on June 10 th. To the 16th. Second lot in July around the 7th and had to replace some
in August. Quite a lot of the leaves ro ed in spite of
shading with newspaper on very sunny days, just laying
it over the tops of the leaves is usually enough, the
greenhouse was already shaded with green ne ng, the
compost was not too wet in fact it was a li le on the
dry side most of the me owing to the sun. Why? Why?
Do they keep ro ng, never had it like this before, an
odd one but never on the scale of this, all these had to
be replaced, it’s now late August and only about a third
of the leaves put in, in June, July and early August have
survived.
The only way to replace the leaves was to use a good
plant and disregard it for next season, this was done
midway into September and all these leaves survived,
and believe it or not some of them caught up with the
other ones. I had taken oﬀ all the useable leaves from
some of the plants; the poor plants looked more like
young cu ngs than well-established ones.
Now to what I think was the reason for some of the
ﬁrst two lots of leaves ro ng, the leaves used for these
batches where subject to all that HOT weather we had,
every day for a fortnight my plants looked dead from
midday to midnight, this must have taken all the
stuﬃng out of them, and I don’t think they put the nutrients back into the leaves before they were taken as
cu ng material, this is only my opinion, but why did

the newer leaves from the same plants not rot when
put in in September? They had had six to eight
weeks longer on the plant giving them me to replenish the nutrients, this again is only my opinion,
but I am s cking to this for
future reference.
Another problem I have had this winter is a lot of ABSCISSION for those of you that do not know what abscission is it’s the yellowing of the leaves from the
TIP it then works back towards the base of the leaf,
this is usual on species and some hybrids on the older leaves, leaves that have ﬂowered are more prone
to do this, but I have had it on leaves that have not
ﬂowered yet, and this is very unusual.
I gave the plants an early feed third week in February, a full strength high potash and have been giving
them feed at every watering at ¼ strength since, this
seems to have done the trick and they look a lot
be er now (20th April) I will deal with this subject in
more detail in the October newsle er, nearer the
me it happens, ABSCISSION.
I have just men oned feeding with high potash, a
lot of you have asked me what to feed with and how
o en.
I will try to explain the feed ra o; each packet or
bo le has on it what is in it in the form of N-P-K. Plus
trace elements, the trace elements are good for all
plants so will do no harm.
The N is for Nitrogen this will give you BIG leaves
nice dark green ones.
The P is for Potassium this is for root growth.
The K is for Potash this is for FLOWERS, so this is the
one we want (well the streps do).
So what we are looking for is something with a low N
a medium P and a high K each le er will have a number under it. You really need the K to be twice the N
I have been to the garden centre and these are the
ones I have looked at.
Phostrogen--------------N 14. P 14-4. K 22-4.
Tomorite-----------------N 4. P 4-5. K 8.
Chempak Formula 8 --N 12-5. P 25. K 25.
Vitax Vitafeed 214.-----N 16. P 8. K 32.
If by any chance you have not fed your streps yet this
season use a full strength feed ﬁrst and then revert
to ¼ strength at every watering un l the end of Sep-
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SECRETARIES REPORT continued
tember.
Some of you are having trouble getting short
pots (continental) or half pots if you have a Wilkinsons Hardware store in your area they do sell
them; you may have to ask if they are not on show.
If you still have trouble getting them I can let you
have them, the pots are cheap, the postage is not,
but they s ll work out at a reasonable price.
I am star ng to get a li le BOTRYTIS (powdery
mildew) its just like talcum powder has been
dropped on the leaf in li le dots, if you have or get
any you can spray for this with SYSTHANE FUNGUS
FIGHTER made by Bio. It’s a systemic fungicide; use
it at the ornamental plant strength.
The main cause of this problem is the sudden
change in temperature, hot –cold –light –dark and
that’s just in one hour, Oh to live in England with
our wonderful weather! Last Saturday the lady
next door was sunbathing with next to ??? on, it
was 90 in our garden (April 24) it’s now Wednesday (April 28) and she has a sou’wester on, I asked
if she was going deep sea ﬁshing, her reply was
something about it being cold, so what do the
plants think?
We are holding a QUESTION and ANSWERS DAY
on SUNDAY AUGUST 22nd.
Mrs Miller has suggested this and she has kindly
oﬀered a large room for the day, it will seat 150
people.
The day will take the form of hands on, showing
po ng, cu ngs etc at ﬁrst hand, and of cause answering your ques ons, as Mrs Miller states in her
le er to the society we don’t get a lot of me at
the society show to get round to every one. There
will also be plants for sale or swap.
I am told that refreshments will be available.
The address for this venue is.
MRS MILLER.
BROAD HOUSE FARM.
BROAD ALLEY.
CUTNALL GREEN.
DROITWICH.
WORCESTERSHIRE. WR9 0LZ.

Broad House Farm lies between junc on 5 and 6
oﬀ the M5 just outside Droitwich on the A442. I
will put ﬁnal details in with the show schedule.
This now brings me to OUR SHOW, this one is
our fourth one, I do hope as many of you can
come along and exhibit as many plants as possible.
Saturday July 31st is the date.
Those of you that live too far away to come to the
show, can s ll take part in the Photo class’s, we
are
having 2 classes for these this me one for a picture of a single strep and one for a group of streps,
these classes are open to all members who can not
a end the show, so lets have some from you overseas members please.
Show Schedules will be out mid June. (Overseas
members yours is enclosed to keep postage at a
minimum)
Anyone wishing to visit me, if you would please
ring ﬁrst just to check that I will be in on that day,
all are welcome, the ke le only takes a few mins
to
boil.
Last
by no

but

Some of Franks new seedlings in one of his
greenhouses

means least we are in the process of se ng up a
WEB SITE, this should we hope be open for you to
see some me in June, it will not be ﬁnished, but
should be up and running. The site will go as. <
www.streptocarpussociety.org.uk>
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STREPTOCARPUS
A Bit of an Obsession
I first came across streptocarpus about 3 years
ago; my sister had a couple of blue cape primrose
plants, I found out later that they were Constant
Nymph, she gave me one of her plants and I read up
on how to take cuttings.
This turned out to be the start of my fascination
with streptocarpus.
I joined the strep society at BBC Gardeners
World live show at the NEC 2002, I wrote and
asked Frank how to acquire some streps and he put
an advert in the next news letter in the swap shop
section, the leaves started arriving in the post it was
wonderful, some very kind people sent me small
plants and Jack sent me a cassette case full of seedlings, I found that when I rang to thank these kind
people they were happy to share their knowledge
and enthusiasm.
As leaves came I labelled them, which was fine
until I dropped a seed box full of leaves on the
floor, so they immediately became mystery plants,
so much for being organised! All this was in the
winter of 2002/3 fortunately we have a conservatory
and every surface was taken up with streps, when
the baby plants started to grow, in my enthusiasm I
became impatient and was transplanting them when
they were probably too small, but never the less I
blundered on.
I bought all back copies of the societies newsletters, they make very interesting reading and I use
them all the time for reference.
Initially we had a small 8’x 6’ greenhouse, we
decided I needed more room so last spring we
moved the existing greenhouse to the top of the garden. We purchased a poly carbonate greenhouse 10’
6’’ x 6’ 6’’ and fitted it out with very sturdy staging,
in the other greenhouse I made do and mend with
bricks and old kitchen stools to form benches using
old wooden doors, to have staging was just wonderful, it gave me loads of space to be able to move all
my plants from the conservatory into the greenhouse.
It was amazing how soon the benches became
filled, the polycarbonate panels are opaque but still I
had to shade the greenhouse with fleece. By this
time I was transplanting the streps into pots and
they were thriving. Sue in Malvern kept sending me

leaves, we corresponded on a regular bases swapping
experiences, I found watching the streps flower, and
seeing all the wonderful colours gave me a great deal
of pleasure, Frank advertised for me again in the next
news letter and more leaves arrived.
Brian in Liverpool sent me some leaves, when I
phoned him he decided to send me leaves from all his
plants for insurance, so that if he lost any of his streps
I would have a replacement for him, I have also sent
him some of my streps, sharing plants works very
well, last autumn Richard in Wales sent me lots of
leaves and I am looking forward to these flowering
this summer.
I’ve bought plants from Frank. Dibley’s, Morrisons
Supermarkets, Oaklands Nurseries, local nurseries and
any shows we attend, in fact you could say it’s become
a bit of an obsession.
I have two electric propagators with out thermostats
and I regulate them with a timer plugs timed to switch
on and off half hourly, any longer than this and the
seeds and plants cook, I also find the bottoms of pop
bottles are good as individual pot propagators. I’ve
even managed to raise some streps from my own seeds
I hope I get some decent flowers. I’m now trying some
society seed from Sue Long.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank each
and every one of the members of this very friendly
society for the leaves and plants they have sent me and
also for their information and advice, it has been a joy,
long may it continue.
Pat Norton (518)
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More Observations on Water Propagation
by Gordon Long
Greetings from Swansea! Officially recognised as
the UK’s wettest city in 2003 a title that Manchester
no doubt will not be sorry to lose. What a dismal
winter, we even had snow! Very rare indeed and
endless biting winds, chilling the greenhouse which
was wrapped externally with bubble insulation but
is now in tatters thanks to the elements. It will be
discarded soon to aid light levels but next year will
be put up on the inside. This I think will be warmer
and also stop condensation droplets falling on the
plants, but that is for next winter. If we have a good
summer then a very watery emulsion paint will be
painted on the outside to diffuse the intensity of the
expected sun.
As I have said before, I grow very cold over the
winter—down to 3 degrees overnight in the winter,
as long as plants are kept on the dry side they will
survive, obviously not 100% but most will.
Streptocarpus continually seem to amaze me, we
bang on about being careful with watering and keeping them warm, ok they do respond to a bit of
warmth, in fact they thrive on it when it comes to
getting them started off after their winter dormancy.
We have had pots with no foliage on at all pushed to
one end of the bench and to all intents forgotten and
meant for the compost heap and yes, us being to lazy or too busy to throw them out. In you go one day
and behold where you assumed that the old crown
had rotted away, the miracle of life re-emerges from
the centre of this old decrepit plant and even small
plants. So off to intensive care( the warm bench)
and a plant given up for lost is saved.
Yet again plants that we discarded, once again more
laziness, dumped outside the greenhouse door, some
upright, some pots on edge have been subjected to
snow, wind ,hail, torrential rain, frost, either individually or permed together, should have been compost
material, but Lo!!! Mother Nature’s magic wand has
spun it’s magic and not all but some have survived--no labels on most mind but it just goes to show the
resilience of the plant.
A while ago I wrote about a little experiment we
carried out, rooting leaves in water. We have in the
past done this with Begonia rex leaves, tuberous Begonias, African Violets-(very easy) Fuchsias, Chiritas to mention a few. It is wonderful to pick up our
newsletter and read other growers comments on this
method of propagation, it is also nice to promote

some thought amongst our members and to encourage them to write and contribute to our magazine.
Just to recap, a cut is made square across the base of
a leaf and this is placed in an ordinary plastic drinks
cup in about ‚ inches of water, root will eventually
form depending on the time of year. Temperature,
light etc will have a bearing on this, but root will
form. The longer you leave it in the water the tougher the root will become, eventually plantlets will
form if left long enough. As to potting on, well remember if the root has just formed it will be very
fine and brittle so we pot on into peat based compost
with a little vermiculite added but No grit, as I am
afraid this might damage the fine roots. The compost
is well damped first and lightly firmed. No need to
pot up the whole leaf as it might overbalance so just
cut it off with a scissors a few inches above the compost, it’s only going to rot anyway. This plant is only
in its first pot about 2.5” and will soon be on its
way, an insurance policy to make sure it does not fall
over is to put the label against the back of the leaf
but put the label upside down at this first pot stage.
This ensures that the root does not grow through the
tying hole of the label so none can be broken at a
later stage. Once they have filled this pot then I add
about 20-25% „ inch grit to my compost( Vitax at
the moment from our Gardening Club) and about
10% vermiculite. A Tip we know about our old arch
enemy the vine weevil, how the larva of the little
chap can chew the plant roots away with no outward
signs of attack until there is so little root left it just
falls over. So we mix a solution of “Provado” as per
instruction and soak the vermiculite in it not just a
damping—a good soak. Mix this into your compost
and it will be evenly distributed thro’ the compost,
this hopefully will give better protection all down the
pot rather than the surface drenching that most of us
do at present.
So back to water rooting, our little experiment was “
purely off the cuff” no botanical excursion into propagation was intended. As previously stated I was surprised how rooting in natural rainwater fared. Bottled water came out well after our local tap water, so
while we were trudging around Tesco’s the other day
we scanned the bottled water section. The local product Brecon Carreg, is about 12 miles away from us
and has a ph 0f 7.8. A random browse of seven bottled waters gave readings of between 6.4 (Aqua Pu-
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More Observations on Water Propagation
continued

ra) to 7.8 Brecon Carreg and also Highland
Spring. Both Brecon and Highland percolate
through thin heather covered soils and although
the length of the country apart this seems to compute. There is no ph reading on my compost and I
have not sampled it and up until the last newsletter not even considered it. Let’s look at the Strep
in its natural environment, spread over thousands
of acres of S. Africa and Madagascar and well to
the north of all types of climates, growing on the
forest floor, in leaf litter , in clefts in rocks, under
rock outcrops, besides streams and some are even
epiphytes( living on tree trunks) although not like
our mistletoe which takes nourishment from its
host plant, the Strep uses its host just as an anchor. After all the seed is so fine once it is released into the air it could land anywhere, which
it does. So where does our tree dweller or rock
dweller get its nourishment? And what nourishment? All questions---no answers, all I can see is
-----rainwater! and not much of it at times. The
Strep remains a great survivor and an enigma.
A thought has anybody tried growing them in
ericaceous compost yet?
Gordon Long

Seed Fund News
Just a short word on Seed Fund business.
This year 39 members have requested and received seed from the fund, both in this country and abroad, though not so many as last
season (55) and not so many from our friends
across the pond, though maybe you are just
biding your time. There is plenty of seed still
in the Seed Bank.
My thanks to all the members who have
contributed seed, any small amounts go into
the mixed seed batch. However some species
seed is rather scarce and if any of our members have species seed to spare especially
Kentaniensis seed, I should be grateful to receive it for the fund.
Well back to counting seeds!! Keep growing and propagating and hopefully shall meet
some of our members at some of the National
Flower Shows and hopefully at our Society’s
AGM and Annual show in July.
Regards
Seed Fund Sue
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A Love Story
by Jim Ellis
Twenty-two years ago I fell in love again
and my new love moved into our household
to take up permanent residence. She was
not a blonde, brunette or redhead but rather a member of the blue rinse brigade.
Her name was Heidi and with her came her
two relatives Albatross and Ruby our first
streptocarpus,
As I knew absolutely nothing about these
wonderful plants, I search the library for
information but found very little just a few
pages at the end of a RHS book on saintpaulias. What would I have given for a copy
of Rex and Gareth Dibley's excellent book.
However, from then on developed a passion
that has almost superseded my family in
priority.
In the September I tried to propagate these
plants as instructed in that RHS book using the same rooting mixture that I had
been using to root chrysanthemums for
many years. I used a rooting hormone as
that is what I had been using with the
chrysanthemums. The success rate was
poor to put it mildly. Most of the cuttings
rotted and I think that there were only
three out of twelve that took. I lost one of
these during the winter. However, I managed to keep the three parents through the
winter (more by luck than judgement!) and,
during the following February half term I
tried again with the younger leaves that
had grown. I always used a fresh supply of
rooting hormone for the chrysanthemums
and had used the last of it for them so
none was used on this occasion for the
streps. The cuttings were put in pots of the
rooting mixture, covered with a plastic bag
and place on the window sill of our north
facing spare bedroom (out of the reach of
our children!) The temperature in the room
would have ranged from 14 degrees C to 21
degrees C.
This was not "rocket science" but proved
fairly successful. Much to my surprise and
delight, the success rate was about 80%.

So I had a plethora of Heidi, Albatross and
Ruby, which I distributed to friends and
neighbours.
Also that month came a catalogue from Dibley's Nurseries, displaying a wonderful array of streps in various colours, shapes
and sizes that made my mind buzz. More
plants were ordered and the collection
grew. The house (and my wife) could no
longer cope with the mass of plants and
our 8 ft. by 6 ft. greenhouse was bursting
at the seams. Using the best of them, I entered a class for a display on houseplants
measuring 4 ft. by 4 ft. in our local show,
the City of Leicester Show on the Abbey
Park during the August Bank Holiday. I do
not know what was wrong with the display
but it was only awarded second prize...a
set of fuchsias won!!!!
But from this developed our entry into the
real world of horticultural shows. A fellow
teacher, Hazel Kaye who had sensibly left
the profession to run a very good nursery
at Rearsby saw our exhibit at the show and
asked how many plants I had at home because it was obvious that I had a decent
collection from which to select the entry.
When I told her that there were at least
150 she insisted that I entered the trade
section the following year and would hear
nothing of my protestations that I was not
a trader but a teacher.
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The First Show.
by Jim Ellis
After much debating, Doreen and I decided to
enter the City of Leicester Show in the Trade Section as suggested ( well....instructed) by our
friend, Hazel Kaye. During the October half term
break and again during the February break I
took as many cuttings as I could. Our spare bedroom was at bursting point with trays of various
sizes filled with cuttings and embryonic strep
plants. Our lone 10ft. X 6ft. greenhouse was full
to the eaves with over three hundred plants on
two sets of shelving and the heater was burning
away a small fortune.
The entry form was duly dispatched with the appropriate payment requesting a 25ft long display
and selling table and we waited for the August
Bank Holiday to arrive. The plants were fed with
tomato feed once a week from the beginning of
May and everything was sprayed with Sybol at
fortnightly intervals ( I had not then learnt of the
problems of botrytis and mildew, vine weevil and
tarsonemid mite! ).
Plants like Joanna grew monstrous leaves, often
making plants up three feet in dia meter. Heidi
proved to be her stoic self and developed into
good solid plants. Others varied in they way that
they were developing and some just did not seem
to want to grow at all.
By the end of July we had some four hundred
decent plants of which approximately one hundred were of, what we considered, show quality.
On "set up day" we packed our Vauxhall Astra
with as many plants as we could and ferried
them with wooden tomato trays, pots and black
plastic in six trips to the Abbey Park in the centre of Leicester. We found our staging half way
along the side of the marquee...it looked enormous!!!! Panic soon developed as we wondered
how we were going to convert this vast expanse
of flat staging into something that would attract
the judges' (and the public's) attention.
We arranged our tomato trays and pots to form
some sort of raised area and covered this with
our shiny back plastic. Around the front of the
staging we pinned more plastic...just to make
things look a little more "professional" and like
the other exhibitors. On to the raised areas we
placed our strep plants that appeared to have
shrunk over the morning. We had only brought
streps with us and, when we looked around at
the other displays with the ferns, moss and vast
trailing ivies, we realised just how naked our display looked. N ot to be totally demoralised, we
packed more plants onto the staging until we
had approximately 150 plants precariously
perched on pots and boxes covering the whole
area.

At six o'clock that evening refreshments appeared...great heaps of sandwiches and gallons of
tea....but my stomach was not in a fit state to accept
anything! Nerves were in command!!! On we struggled, re-arranging time and again. Arguments followed as both of us grew tired but eventually we admitted that what was then on the staging was the
best that we could manage. So after one last look
and a wander around to look at the other exhibits
(not to be recommended as it usually disheartens
you!), we started the car and made our way home.
When we arrived at the show on the following morning we found that the marquee was not open, as the
judges had not finished their deliberations...something that we foun d over the following
twenty years to be a very common occurrence. At
about eleven o'clock we were at last allowed in to see
what medal, if any, we were to receive. But there was
nothing. However, about an hour later the senior
steward began touring the marquee giving out medal
cards. It seemed to take him an age to get to us but
eventually we were given a card, a large gold medal
card!!!! Ecstasy!! To this day I do not know how we
managed to gain that medal for I believe that if I were
to put up a similar display to-day I would be lucky to
get a bronze. However, I have learned that one takes
the good with the bad and that was certainly a good
one. By the end of the first day we had cleared our
selling table and had to restock the following morning. By the end of the show we had sold most of the
plants and were looking for ways to renew our stock.
With the income from that sh ow we were able to buy
a further greenhouse with a heater and lights so that
we could produce more plants.
The Leicester Show was our local sh ow and it was
great tragedy that it was decide to stop organising it.
Perhaps if the politicians had left the decision making to the organisers it would, like the Shrewsbury
and other shows, still be in existence. However, for
us it proved to be an opening for our excursion into
the world of h orticultural shows and a vast new experience.

Lincoln 2000
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Growing Strep cuttings in water.
A few comments by members.
These are some ways that members have sent me.
From Delia.
I used to grow a lot of streps from pu ng leaves
in water. The best way I found was to use a dark coloured container as then the roots think they are in
soil and root more quickly.
Wait un l the roots are well established, before
po ng on. They take a li le me to recover, but do
not over water. Do not split the plantlets un l they
are growing strong and then pot on.
Delia King. (357)
From Brian.
Regarding trying to root cu ngs in water. When I
tried this I used “shot” glasses which are about 4”
tall and 1 ½” in diameter. The diameter of the shot
glass will keep the leaves upright. The bo om of the
leaf I put into about ½” of water. I had to watch the
leaf did not dry out through water evapora on due
to posi oning and warmth. I managed to get a leaf
to root but was not successful in po ng on.
Brian Evere . (447)
From Diana.
I no ced in the last newsle er that you were not
giving advice as regards po ng on cu ngs grown in
water. If it is any help I used this method last year. I
added a drop of liquid roo ng hormone to the water, none ro ed oﬀ. When the roots were about
half inch long I po ed them up using 50% vermiculite 50% compost so that the top of the roots were
just below the top of the compost. The plants grew
in typical way, usually one plantlet per leaf, but the
la er were larger and more robust than those
cu ngs from leaves directly in compost. Unless a
large number of plants are required I would certainly
recommend this method as I had 100% success _
perhaps this was beginners luck. I used tap water
which is very hard in this area.
Diana Barre (395)
If you have any comments on any subject regarding
your streps please let us have them either by e-mail
to me Frank or Tom or by mail. We do need ar cles
for the newsle er urgently so please send what you

think would be interes ng to others.
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Addresses for mail or
ar cles for publica on in next issue
Ken Jones
23 North Street
Boney Hay
Burntwood
Staﬀs
WS7 2PB
Tel:- 01543 318554

Other Annoncements
Hello Tom,
You did ask me to remind you so he re goes.
Please could you make room in the Strep newsletter to let everyone
know that due to unforeseen circumstances we are unable to open on
the Saturday 14th August as previously advertised.
Many thanks
Kim Williams

Frank Davies
9 Wharf Lane
Chasetown
Burntwood
Staﬀs
WS7 4QY
Tel:- 01543 672938
e-mail FKSTREPS@aol.com

Tom Causer
24 North street
Boney hay
Burntwood
Staﬀs
WS7 2PB
e-mail tom.causer@ntlworld.com
Deadline for ar cle s,
ques ons or le ers is
31/08/2004

Our treasurer (Don) has asked me to men on about a Gardener’s Day at
MIDDLETON HALL. On the A4091 Between the Belfry and Drayton Manor,
on Sunday August 1st. 11am to 5 pm. All funds raised go to the restora on
SEED FUND
and upkeep of Middleton Hall

Sue Long
26 Killan Road,
Dunvant,
Swanse a.
SA2 7TD
Tel:- 01792 207898
e-mail gower -streps@hotmail.com

If any one would like to join the American Society we can arrange this for
you.
American Gloxinia and Gesneriad Society. Cost for membership is $25.00
MEMBERSHIP TREASURER
per year; they put out 4 booklets a year and run a seed fund as well, if you Don Corﬁeld
are interested contact Frank Davies
1019 Warwick Road,

One of our contacts in America for the AGGS is
Dale Martens
1247 Island View Drive
Sherrard
Illinois 61281
U.S.A.
e-mail DaleMartens@mchsi.com

Acocks Green,
Birmingham.
B27 6QJ
Tel:- 0121 7070076
e-mail
donald.corﬁeld@whsmithnet.co.uk
If you have pictures you want printed
in the Newsle er please send photos, 35mm negs or slides to Tom
Causer or Ken Jones these will be returned a er publica on.
Many thanks
Tom

